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higher risk of breast cancer Exercise and keeping a healthy weight are

two things that doctors say might help women lower their risk of

breast cancer． Mothers may reduce their risk if they breastfeed for

at least four months．For older women,hormone replacement

therapy can lower the risk of some other diseases．But it has been

found to increase the risk of breast cancer．So women should

consider their choices carefully．The same may be said for diet．

New findings show that younger women who eat a 10t of red meat

have higher rates of breast cancers called hormonereceptor positive

．The growth is fed by the levels of estrogen or another hormone

，progesterone，in the body． Researchers at Bri曲am Women’s

Hospital in Boston，Massachusetts，reported the findings as part of

a health study of nurses．The researchers followed the health of

more than 90．000 women from 1991 to 2003．Those who ate the

most red meat ate more than one and onehalf servings a day．A

serving was defined as roughly 84 grams．Those who ate the least

red meat ate less than three servings a week．This is what the study

found about breast cancers that were hormone receptorpositive



：The women who ate the most red meat were almost two times as

likely to get them as the women who ate the least of it． Eunyoung

Cho．the lead author of the report，says more research is needed to

know the reason for the link．But in the past．researchers have

suggested that three things may play a part．One is the way meat is

cooked or processed．Another is the use of growth hormones in

cows．And the third is the kind of iron in red meat．The study

appears in the Archives of Internal Medicine． And now we have

more to tell you about our subjectresveratro1． We discussed a

study in the United States that found that large amounts of this plant

compound helped fat mice live longer．The mice were fed much

more resveratrol than people could get from red wine．one of the

foods that contains it． Now，scientists in France say resveratrol

also improves muscle performanceagain，at least in mice．They

were able to run two times as far in laboratory treadmill tests as mice

normally could．The study at the Institute of Genetics and

Molecular and Cellular Biology appeared in the journal Cell． 练习

： 1．Breastfeeding helps women prevent the development of breast

cancer to a certain degree． A．Right B．Wrong C．Not

mentioned 2．Estrogen may contribute to the development of

breast cancer as much as hormone replacement therapy. A．Right B

．Wrong C．Not mentioned 3．The amount of red meat a woman

eats is directly proportional to the probability of breast cancer． A

．Right B．Wrong C．Not mentioned 4．The way red meat is

prepared has much to do with the probability of breast cancer． A

．Right B．Wrong C．Not mentioned 5． Any kind of iron in the



food is a contributor to the development of breast cancer． A

．Right B．Wrong C．Not mentioned 6．Resveratrol is the fourth

factor recenutly found that causes a breast cancer to develop． A

．Right B．Wrong C．Not mentioned 7．Any kind of wine

contains resveratrol． A．Right B．Wrong C．Not mentioned 1
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